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The Role of Surveys in the Era of “Big Data”

Mario Callegaro and Yongwei Yang

Introduction: The Changing Definition of Big Data

The definition of “Big Data” is complex and constantly changing. For
example, Dutcher (2014) asked 40 different thought leaders to define Big
Data and obtained nearly 40 different definitions. However, there is some
consensus in the literature on the main characteristics of Big Data as
described by a widely cited Gartner report (Beyer and Laney 2012).

In terms of Volume, Big Data are those data that cannot be handled by
traditional analytics tools.
In terms of Velocity, Big Data refers data that are coming in (almost) real-time.
In terms of Variety, Big Data are complex datasets and include very different
sources of context such as unstructured text, media content such as images and
videos, logs, and other data sources.

Adding to these three key characteristics of Big Data other authors have
cited variability (how the data can be inconsistent across time), veracity
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(accuracy and data quality) and complexity (how to link multiple databases
properly). In practice, what is often called “Big Data” may not possess all six
of these characteristics (e.g., you can have very large data of great complexity
that may not come in with high velocity). We refer the reader to Baker
(2016) for an extensive definition of Big Data in the context of survey
research.

For the purpose of this chapter, we contrast Big Data with survey data. In
this framework, a helpful definition of Big Data was proposed by Groves
(2011) who, as a contrast to designed data (survey data), calls it organic data
and described it as the data produced by “systems that automatically track
transactions of all sorts” (p. 868).

In the survey literature, we find Big Data thinking in the emerging term of
“Small Big Data” where the authors use multiple survey datasets to enable
richer data analyses (Warshaw 2016; Gray et al. 2015). Small Big Data are
more and more a reality thanks to the availability of social science data archives
(e.g., the UK Data Service or the Roper Center for Public Opinion Research).
Although we do not strictly classify them as Big Data per the aforementioned
description, they are worth mentioning in this chapter.

Another way to contrast Big Data with survey data is to look at potential
sources of Big Data that can answer research questions. Depending on the
nature of the research questions, the answer will lie in a continuum of sources
from Big Data on one side and survey data on the other side and the
combination of the two in the middle – our thesis of this chapter. We
identify the following main sources and subclasses. This list is not meant
to be highly detailed and comprehensive, and some sets of data cannot be
uniquely classified in one or another class:

• Internet data: Online text, videos, and sound data. It encompasses all online
content relevant to a research question. Using such data is commonly
referred to as Internet research methods (Hewson et al. 2016).

• Social media data. Social media data are a subset of Internet data and
include text, photos, and videos which are publicly available by mining
social media networks such as Twitter and Facebook. Social media data
are probably the first and most studied Big Data for public opinion
measurement (Schober et al. 2016).

• Website metadata, logs, cookies, transactions, and website analytics. These
are data produced by websites and analytics tools (think about Google
Analytics or Adobe Analytics) and used heavily in online advertisement,
shopping analytics, and website analytics.
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• The Internet of Things. Internet of Things (IOT) (Gershenfeld et al. 2004)
refers to any device that can communicate with another using the Internet
as the common transmission protocol. As more and more devices become
connected via the Internet, more data are generated and can be used to
answer research questions.

– Behavioral data are a subset of the IOT. Behavioral data come from
devices such as smartphones, wearable technology, and smart watches
carried by subjects and passively recording data such as locations,
physical activities, and health status (e.g., Swan 2013). Behavioral
data can also be manually recorded by the users.

• Transaction data. In the business world, transaction data have been around
since before electronic data formats existed. They are records of orders,
shipments, payments, returns, billing, and credit card activities, for exam-
ples (Ferguson 2014). Transaction data are nowadays part of customer
relationship management tools where the attempt is to capture every
interaction a customer has with a company or product. The area is also
called business intelligence (Hsinchun et al. 2012). The same applies to
government and public sector where more and more user interactions are
stored digitally.

• Administrative data. Administrative data and registers are a form of Big
Data collected by public offices such as national health, tax, school,
benefits, and pensions, or driver licenses databases. Administrative data
have a long tradition of being used for statistical purposes (Wallgren and
Wallgren 2014). Survey data can be linked to administrative data as
shown by Sakshaug in this volume. Health data in some countries are
collected and stored by private companies but, although they are of the
same nature of public health data, they are usually not discussed as
administrative data in the academic literature.

• Commercially available databases. More and more companies are collect-
ing, curating, and storing data about consumers. By using publicly avail-
able records, purchasing records from companies, matching techniques
(Pasek, this volume), and other algorithms such as imputations from other
sources (e.g., census data), these companies create a profile for each
individual in their database. They combine data from the previously
mentioned sources just described. Examples are Acxiom, Epsilon,
Experian Marketing Services, or, in the political domain, Catalist,
Aristotle, and NationBuilder. These companies are often referred to as
data brokers (Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation
2013).
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Finally, and related to survey data, we define paradata (Kreuter, this
volume) as a source of Big Data. Paradata is data about the process of
answering the survey itself (Callegaro 2013), including data collected by
systems and third parties (e.g., interviewers) before, during, and after the
administration of a questionnaire. Paradata often come in real time (think
about collecting answer time per question on a web survey) and are in
complex formats (e.g., user agent strings, time latency, mouse movements,
interviewer observations).

The Perspectives About Error and Data Quality

Big Data does not necessarily mean good quality or without any error. Often
Big Data comes with Big Noise (Waldherr et al. 2016). Within the survey
research tradition, the concept of survey errors was developed in the early
1940s (Deming 1944) and has since evolved into the Total Survey Error
(TSE) framework (Biemer 2010). Applying the concept of survey error to
Big Data is a healthy data quality approach where cross-fertilization among
the two disciplines is at its best. TSE “refers to the accumulation of all errors
that may arise in the design, collection, processing, and analysis of survey
data” (Biemer 2010, 817). More specifically specification errors occure when
some concepts that we want to measure in a survey are actually measured
differently. Measurement errors occur from the interviewers, the respondents,
and the questionnaire itself including the data collection methods used to
administered the questionnaire. Frame errors are errors related to the quality
of the sampling frame. The frame can have missing units, duplications, units
that are not supposed to be in the frame, and the records themselves can
contain mistakes or be outdated. Nonresponse errors arise when some respon-
dents (unit nonresponse) do not answer the questionnaire altogether and
when some questions (item nonresponse) are not answered (e.g., income
question). Finally, there are data processing errors stemming from the pro-
cesses of tabulation, coding, data entry, and producing survey weights.

When applying the general framework of TSE to Big Data we obtain the
Big Data Total Error (BDTE) (Japec et al. 2015). Errors in Big Data arise
mostly during three steps used to create a dataset from Big Data (Biemer
2014, 2016):

1. Data generation. It is specifically the data generation process that differenti-
ates Big Data from surveys, censuses, and experiments (Kreuter and Peng
2014). Data generation in Big Data is sometimes a “black box” and not
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always well documented. Errors can take the form of missing data, self-
selection, coverage, non-representativeness, and low signal to noise ratio.

2. Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL). This is the process when the data are
brought together in the same computing environment with the process of
extraction (data accessed, parsed and stored from multiple sources), trans-
formation (e.g., coding, recoding, editing) and loading (integration and
storage). Errors in ETL can take the form of matching, coding, editing,
and data cleaning errors.

3. Analysis and visualization. Here the errors can be of sampling, selectivity,
modeling and estimation. Finally, errors might arise in the data visualiza-
tion step.

It is important to note that the BDTE concept is relatively new, and
outside the survey community (e.g., Biemer 2016) “very little effort has been
devoted to enumerating the error sources and the error generating processes
in Big Data” (Japec et al. 2015, 854). For an exception see Edjlali and
Friedman (2011). We hope this chapter will provide a good starting point to
conduct more research on how Big Data and surveys can safely and validly
integrate.

Challenges and New Skills Needed for the Survey
Researcher Working with Big Data

Gathering, analyzing, and interpreting Big Data requires technical expertise
not traditionally gained from survey or social science research training. These
may include database skills (NoSQL, relational DBMS), programming skills
for mass data processing (e.g., MapReduce), data visualization expertise, as
well as analytical techniques not commonly taught to students dealing with
survey data (e.g., random forests). Foster et al. (2016) provides a timely
discussion about this topic. Even among those who are proficient with Big
Data applications, there might exist differing interests and strengths, such as
the type A (analysis) versus type B (pipeline building) distinction of data
scientists discussed by Chang (2015). Importantly, it will not be feasible to
become proficient in all new tools and skills. Instead, a winning strategy is to
collaborate with others who have different expertise and strengths.

Technical skills aside, when looking at Big Data as potentially providing
substantive answers to what have been studied with surveys, two classes come
to mind: Google Trends and social media listening tools. Google Trends
(Stephens-Davidowitz and Varian 2015) provides an index of search
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activities by keywords or categories as well as of interest on these keywords or
categories over time. There are numerous examples of using Google Trends
to forecast and approximate trends estimated from surveys. Choi and Varian
(2012), for instance, show how Google Trends matches the survey-based
Australian Consumer Confidence index and Scott and Varian (2015) repro-
duce the same results for the University of Michigan Consumer Confidence
Index time series. Chamberlin (2010) explores Google trends correlations
with U.K. Office of National Statistics official data on retail sales, property
transactions, car registrations, and foreign trips. At the same time Google
Trends does not answer more specific survey questions, such as demographic
analysis (e.g., are female consumers more worried about the economy than
male consumers?) or modeling questions (what are the drivers of the con-
sumer sentiment in a particular country?).

Social media listening and monitoring tools perform two main tasks:
locate social media content from a variety of social media sources and
perform automated analysis (content analysis) of the text collected. These
tools vary in the depth, range, and historical reach of the content
aggregated. When it comes to content analysis, the most common
classification of text is as positive, neutral, and negative. In order to do
so, social media listening tools use different dictionaries to classify text
(see González-Bailón and Paltoglou 2015). Another common usage of
social media in the context of surveys is to use it as a a supplement to or
replacement of pre-election polls. For example, the percent share of
Twitter traffic messages mentioning the six political parties in the 2009
German election was very close to the actual election results (Tumasjan
et al. 2010). Using social media tools to replace pre-election polls is not
always successful as discussed in Jungherr et al. (2016). There are still
many challenges from a methodological and technical point of view to be
taken into account and researched.

Changes in the Survey Landscape

All the aforementioned tools and new types of data are making some wonder
if surveys are eventually going to disappear because they will be replaced by
Big Data. This is true, to some extent. Examples include Censuses in
countries such as Finland and other Nordics countries (Statistics Finland
2004) being replaced by administrative data. Other countries go beyond the
Census and use administrative data for other social statistics data collection,
for example, the Netherlands (Bakker et al. 2014).
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Two proponents of the rapid disappearance of surveys, Ray Poynter
(2014) and Reginald Baker (2016), use ESOMAR Global Market
Research (e.g., ESOMAR. 2015) reports over time to show a decline in
the percent of budget spent by market research companies on surveys. For
example, in comparison to 2013, the combined percent of online, tele-
phone, face-to-face, and mail survey declined by 6 percent as compared to
2014 (ESOMAR. 2015, 20). The same report is also showing an increased
trend of money spent in Automated/Digital and electronic data collection.
This category refers to retail audits and media measurement. In other
words, market research companies are investing more and more money in
Big Data.

Although we do agree with the trend analysis of the ESOMAR reports, we
disagree with the implications. The ESOMAR reports capture what is spent
by market research companies around the world by contacting country
market research associations. The same ESOMAR reports show a change
in data collection methods moving more and more to online and smartphone
surveys at the expense of other traditional data collection methods such as
telephone and face-to-face surveys. What the report cannot capture are two
other trends that show increased usage of:

• Do-it-yourself (DIY) web survey platforms
• In-house web survey tools

In the first case (DIY), companies such as SurveyMonkey reported
generating 90 million survey completes per month worldwide (Bort
2015). This is not a small number. Qualtrics, another DIY survey tool,
distributes one billion surveys annually (personal communication, February
11, 2016). Both survey platforms have major companies as clients in their
portfolio.

In the second case, organizations are using in-house web surveys tools,
without the need to outsource data collection to market research companies.
For example, Google collects customer feedback at scale for all its products
using probability-based intercept surveys called Happiness Tracking Survey
(Müller and Sedley 2014). Other technology companies has followed suit
(Martin 2016).

To summarize, we believe that the real trend in survey-based social and
market research is the following:

• From offline data collection methods to web surveys
• From web surveys to mobile web surveys
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• From outsourced market research to in-house market research using DIY
web survey platforms

• From outsourced market research to in-house market research fully inte-
grated with internal systems

How Surveys and Big Data Can Work Together

Answering the What and the Why

The most commonly shared view among researchers is that surveys and Big
Data can and should be used together to maximize the value of each. This is,
not surprisingly, one of the takeaways from the American Association for Public
Opinion Research task force report on Big Data (Japec et al. 2015).

Looking ahead, the ideal case is to build on the strengths of both data
collection methods. Big Data can measure behaviors and tell us the “what”
while surveys can measure attitudes and opinions and tell us the “why.” A
good example of this view comes from a recent Facebook blog post written
by two software engineers (Zhang and Chen 2016). The blog post explains
the process Facebook used to redesign their News Feed.

The goal of News Feed is to show you the stories that matter most to you. The
actions people take on Facebook – liking, clicking, commenting or sharing a
post – are historically some of the main factors considered to determine what to
show at the top of your News Feed. But these factors don’t always tell us the
whole story of what is most meaningful to you. As part of our ongoing effort to
improve News Feed, we ask over a thousand people to rate their experience
every day and tell us how we can improve the content they see when they check
Facebook – we call this our Feed Quality Panel. We also survey tens of
thousands of people around the world each day to learn more about how
well we’re ranking each person’s feed.

Surveys Are Just One of a Number of Tools

Sometimes market and survey researchers become so involved in surveys that
they forget that surveys are not the only tool available to answer research
questions (Couper 2013). An illustration can be found when looking at the
level of precisions some surveys strive for when asking behavioral questions.
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Despite the incredible advances in questionnaire design in past 50 years,
asking behavioral questions is and will always be difficult because the answers
rely on people’s memories. For example, the U.S. Consumer Expenditure
Survey used to ask the following questions about clothing purchases: Did you
purchase any pants, jeans, or shorts? If the respondent said yes, a series of
ancillary questions were asked such as: Describe the item. Was this purchased
for someone inside or outside of your household? For whom was this purchased?
Enter name of person for whom it was purchased. Enter age/sex categories that
apply to the purchase; How many did you purchase?; Enter number of identical
items purchased; When did you purchase it?; How much did it cost?; Did this
include sales tax? (Dillman and House 2013, 84).

These questions were repeated for a series of items purchased in the
reference month. As the reader can see, the question wording is stretching
the limit of the survey tool by asking respondents to remember things with a
level of precision that the human memory (in an interview setting) is not very
well suited for (see also Eckman et al. 2014 for a discussion on this question
wording). In fact, this specific question was an object of a redesign as the
committee in charge described it: “This questionnaire structure creates […]
cognitive challenges” (italics added) (Dillman and House 2013, 84).

We do not envision all behavioral questions being replaced by Big Data
collection, but many could be, and there is already some work going in this
direction (Sturgis, this volume). For example, Mastrandrea et al. (2015)
compared diaries and surveys to wearable sensors and online social media
to study social interactions among students in a high school in France. In
another application of wearable sensors, Hitachi collected more than a
million days’ worth of data on employees’ activities over the span of 9
years (Yano et al. 2015). The authors were able to correlate the sensor data
with happiness measured via questionnaires.

Strengths and Challenges of Surveys and Big Data

Surveys have the advantage of being designed for the researchers to answer
the question at hand. They also collect attitudes and opinion data which
cannot be readily covered by Big Data. Challenges of surveys are encapsu-
lated in the model of TSEs, and also by the size and coverage of survey data
that, unlike few examples (census), are not meant to measure each single
member of a particular population.

The most obvious advantage of Big Data collection is that it allows larger
sample sizes that support more detailed analysis regarding space, time, and other
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subgroups. Automated data is also better for measuring certain behaviors (e.g.,
avoiding recall bias), reducing respondent burden, and avoiding nonresponse
bias in some settings. In addition, it can improve turnaround time and facilitate
serendipitous findings about variables that no one thought to measure.

On the other hand, Big Data has important challenges. Researchers
generally cannot choose what data are collected, or how to gather it.
Second, much of Big Data generated is proprietary. Third, the availability
of Big Data changes over time. For example, access to Twitter and Facebook
changed over time concerning what could be downloaded, who could do it,
and the extent of the data over a time period. Finally, as discussed before, Big
Data come with Big Noise.

Privacy, Confidentiality, and Transfer of Data

Survey and market researchers have a long tradition and tools in place to handle
collection, storage, and processing of survey data in order to guarantee the
anonymity and confidentiality of the respondents (ESOMAR 2016; American
Statistical Association 2016). Big Data are introducing new questions regarding
the collection, storage, and transfer of personal information (Bander et al.
2016). For example, survey research organizations such as the University of
Michigan Survey Research Center commonly use multiple databases to aug-
ment and enrich telephone and address based samples (Benson and Hubbard
2016). A more powerful example is what political campaigns can do by
combining multiple databases and other sources starting from the voter regis-
tration databases that exist in each U.S. state. Already in 2008:

Barack Obama’s campaign began the year of his reelection fairly confident it
knew the names of every one of the 69,456,897 Americans whose votes had put
him in the White House. The votes may have been cast via secret ballot, but
because Obama’s analysts had come up with individual-level predictions, they
could look at the Democrat’s vote totals in each precinct and identify the
people most likely to have backed him. (Issenberg 2012)

Four years later the Obama campaign created Narwhal, a software program
that combined and merged data collected from multiple databases and
financial sources. The Obama campaign began with a 10 Terabyte database
that grew to 50 Terabytes by the end of the campaign (Nickerson and Rogers
2014). This accumulation of data using a census-like approach has privacy
advocates worried describing it as “the largest unregulated assemblage of
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personal data in contemporary American life” (Rubinstein 2014, 861; also
Bennett 2013 for an international view).

If we think about the IOT or just about our smartphones, the implications
for collecting, storing, and processing personal information are huge. For
example, wearable activity bands and smart watches store a large amount of
health and personal information that are transferred to apps and stored by
the companies producing the devices. Questions such as: who owns these
data, what happens to them when a company goes bust or is being acquired
by another company? Do not have an easy answer. Privacy, ethical, and legal
requirements for collecting, storing, and analyzing Big Data are questions
that are here to stay (Lane et al. 2014).

Looking at the Future of Big Data and Surveys

The contemporary social researcher needs to look at Big Data as another
source for insights together with surveys and other data collection methods.
Unfortunately, at the time of this writing, there is little training available in
survey and market research about Big Data. There are however some signs of
growth such as the creation of the International Program in Survey and Data
Science.1

What survey and market researchers can bring to the table is our ability to
understand the research questions in greater depth. In the future, the answers to
many research questions will not always come only from a survey or some
qualitative data collection, but will be increasingly augmented and in some
cases replaced by Big Data. The other main strengths that survey and market
researchers can bring to the table are the concepts of TSE and BDTE. Shedding
light on the limitations and challenges inherent in each data source is key to
understanding a phenomenon and validly interpreting research findings. As we
stated at the beginning of this chapter, Big Data does not necessarily imply high
quality, and surveys can be used to check the quality of Big Data and vice versa.

We encourage survey researchers and practitioners to move the conversation
from Big Data to Rich Data. We propose the term, rich data, to emphasize the
importance of a mindset that focuses on not the mere size of data but their
substance and utility. “Big” is never the end goal for research data collection. In
fact, Big Data, when thoughtlessly collected and used, may lead to losses in
both accuracy and efficiency (Poeppelman et al. 2013). Richness in the data,

1 http://survey-data-science.net/
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on the other hand, captures our methodological aims, namely to enhance and
ensure the validity of the research conclusions and inferences as well as the
utility of their applications. Specifically, richness means

• a comprehensive coverage of the constructs relevant to a research program.
• the inclusion of multiple complementary indicators that enable accurate

and efficient quantification of the target constructs and their relationships.
• the application of appropriate tools to extract information from data, derive

defensible and useful insights, and communicate them in compelling fashion.

The new and enhanced data sources and technologies discussed earlier in
this chapter provide unprecedented opportunities for researchers and practi-
tioners to improve the richness of their data – through tapping into hard to
capture or previously not understood constructs, integrating a multitude of
diverse signals (surveys, behavioral data, social media entries, etc.), and
leveraging new analytic and visualization tools.

Examples include

• Using high-quality surveys to validate the quality of Big Data sources.
This is the case of using surveys to validate the accuracy of voter registra-
tion records as reported by Berent et al. (2016).

• Using Big Data to ask better questions in surveys. Big Data can be used as
validation data (true value) and different question wording can be tested
to determine what is closer to the “true value.” The idea is to extend the
traditional validation data used in many medical studies such as physicians
or nurse tests (e.g., Kenny Gibson et al. 2014) with validation data
collected from wearables, or other IOT devices at scale.

• Augment Big Data with survey data such as the Google Local Guides.2

This opt-in program asks its users to answer few “Yes, No, Not Sure”
questions about locations such as restaurants, stores, or point of interest.
For example, users can be asked if the restaurant they just visited is family
friendly, or has Wi-Fi.

Big Data has opened the door for rich data. It is now time to move beyond
the fixation on the size of data and take a more critical view of the new tools
and opportunities to advance the science of measuring and influencing
human thoughts, emotions, and actions.

2 https://www.google.com/local/guides/
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